For reasons of tractability, the airline scheduling problem has traditionally been sequentially decomposed into various stages (eg. schedule generation, fleet assignment, aircraft routing, and crew pairing), with the decisions from one stage imposed upon the decisionmaking process in subsequent stages. Whilst this approach greatly simplifies the solution process, it unfortunately fails to capture the many dependencies between the various stages, most notably between those of aircraft routing and crew pairing, and how these dependencies affect the propagation of delays through the flight network. In Dunbar et al. [8] we introduced a new algorithm to accurately calculate and minimize the cost of propagated delay, in a framework that integrates aircraft routing and crew pairing. In this paper we extend the approach of [8] by proposing two new algorithms that achieve further improvements in delay propagation reduction via the incorporation of stochastic delay information. We additionally propose a heuristic, used in conjunction with these two approaches, capable of re-timing an incumbent aircraft and crew schedule to further minimize the cost of delay propagation. These algorithms provide promising results when applied to a real-world airline network and motivate our final integrated aircraft routing, crew pairing and re-timing approach which provides a substantially significant reduction in delay propagation.
Introduction

The airline scheduling problem
The airline scheduling problem involves the construction of timetables for an airline's major resources, namely aircraft and crew. Traditionally, this has been undertaken with a view towards maximizing an airline's overall profit, often with limited consideration given to the stability of such a schedule, or indeed its operational robustness. Such an approach has a tendency to generate schedules that are highly brittle, performing poorly in practice as delays propagate rapidly throughout the network. The Bureau of Transportation Statistics [16] states that approximately 21.5% of all flight legs in the U.S. between the months of July 2010 and July 2011 were delayed more than 15 minutes -with late arrivals and cancellations together accounting for approximately half of this delay.
In recent years, this has resulted in an ever-increasing discrepancy between planned costs and realized operational costs. As aircraft networks continue to grow, this trend is set to continue,
Integrated re-timing approaches
Recognizing that schedule generation plays a key role in determining the feasibility of subsequent aircraft and crew assignments, a number of authors have attempted to combine (an approximation of) schedule generation with fleet assignment, aircraft routing and crew pairing. Additionally, various authors have attempted to incorporate extra flexibility (and potentially improve operational robustness) via the introduction of time windows. Time windows allow the departure time to fall anywhere within a discretized window, usually extending 10 − 15 minutes either side of the originally scheduled departure time. This is achieved through the introduction of additional flight copies; each corresponding to a choice of possible departure times within the discretized time window, along with corresponding connection arcs; see Figure 1 below. Desaulniers et al. (1997) [5] introduce time windows on flight departures for the fleet assignment problem. The problem is modelled as a multi-commodity flow in which extra time variables are introduced. The authors solve this problem using branch-and-bound and column generation, in which the column generator is a time-constrained shortest path problem. Rexing et al. (2000) [17] incorporate time windows within the fleet assignment problem, and the time windows are discretized into 5 (and 1) minute intervals. Klabjan et al. (2002) [10] address the problem of airline crew scheduling, incorporating time windows to allow more flexibility in the crew-pairing solution. Lan et al. (2006) [12] attempt to incorporate robustness into the schedule by estimating delays for each flight leg and minimizing expected delay. Lan et al. also use time windows (referred to as re-timing) to address the issue of reducing missed connec-i j (a) Figure 1 : An illustration of flight copies used to allow changes to departure/arrival time within a 10-15 minute window. Flight i may now be represented by one of the flight copies i 1 , i 2 and i 3 and similarly for flight j. Note that in (b) it is possible to connect each of the flight copies for i with each of the flight copies for j, provided that the slack is non-negative. tions for passengers. As in the above, they introduce flight copies, and estimate the number of disrupted passengers for each possible connection using a connection-based model, leaving the fleeting and routing solutions unchanged. Samardi et al. (2004) [18] extends the passenger connection model of Lan (2003) [11] and presents an integrated flight departure, re-timing and aircraft routing model that aims to minimize the expected number of misconnecting passengers. Their model attempts to provide any potential misconnecting passengers with alternative recovery options. Lohatepanont et al. (2004) [13] extend the itinerary-based fleet assignment model (IFAM) of Barnhart et al. (2002) [3] to determine market service frequency, departure times and fleet assignments simultaneously. The authors make use of a set of flight legs that may be categorized as mandatory or optional, and assess the worth of a particular itinerary and re-adjust flight leg demand if a particular itinerary is removed, or if the schedule is altered. Belanger et al. (2006) [4] , present an integrated model for fleet assignment with time windows for which they assume the schedule is periodic. The authors penalize short connections between flights and make use of profit estimations that integrate and capture both departure time and aircraft type; resulting in a potentially more profitable matching of fleet type with expected passenger demand. Klabjan et al. (2002) [10] partially integrate aircraft routing with crew scheduling. Solving the problem sequentially, the authors add plane-count constraints to the crew scheduling model to obtain a feasible aircraft routing problem. The authors also include time windows to allow more flexibility within the crew scheduling problem.
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Outline of this paper
This paper is set out as follows. In Section 2 we introduce key notation and equations that are used extensively throughout this paper. In Section 3 we outline a re-timing heuristic that improves upon the shortcomings of the existing re-timing approaches mentioned above via the simultaneous re-timing of aircraft and crew and in such a way as to minimize delay propagation between aircraft and crew. In Section 4 we extend the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing model of Dunbar et al. [8] by proposing two alternative approaches for incorporating delay scenarios within the aircraft routing and crew pairing problems and outline an approach for integrating this with the improved heuristic. This inclusion of multiple delay scenarios allows an airline to incorporate historical primary delay information into the model in a more meaningful way, rather than simply making use of expected delays. Finally in Section 5 we improve upon these algorithms further by including scheduling decisions within the aircraft routing subproblem to provide even better quality solutions. 3 
Preliminaries
In this paper we make use of a number of equations and algorithms proposed in Dunbar et al. (2012) [8] . For a complete overview of these algorithms and additional accompanying explanations, the reader is referred to [8] . We now introduce some key notation used throughout this paper. Let G = (N , A) be a directed acyclic graph with a single source node so, and a single terminal node t. The source and terminal nodes are dummy nodes that link to both the morning and evening flights, respectively. In this graph, nodes correspond to flights, and arcs correspond to possible feasible connections between flight nodes. For simplicity of exposition, we use the same connection network for both aircraft and crews, although one may use different arc sets if necessary.
Each connection (i, j) ∈ A, will have two primary delays associated with it. The primary delay for aircraft connection (i, j) is denoted p R ij , and is the sum of the expected en-route delay for flight i (estimated from historical data), and expected primary delays during aircraft turnaround operations, such as passenger connection delay, and ground handling delay. Note p R jt = 0 for all (j, t) ∈ A. The primary delay for crew connection (i, j) is denoted p P ij and is the the sum of the expected en-route delay for flight i, and other crew-related expected primary delays during aircraft turnaround time, such as late crew boarding and crewing procedures. Enroute delays and turnaround delays occur for a variety of reasons such as weather conditions, air traffic flow management, passenger delays, equipment failure, and so on. These delays and their causes are documented by airlines by using the IATA delay coding system or its in-house variant [9, 22] . Note p P jt = 0 for all (j, t) ∈ A. The flight schedule is the starting point for calculating slack for individual connections. The slack s ij for a connection (i, j) is the difference between the scheduled arrival time of flight i and the scheduled departure time of flight j, minus the mean turn-around time for the relevant aircraft type under the specific ground handling procedure of the airline. The value of the mean turn-around time is determined by the standard aircraft ground operating procedures of a specific fleet by an airline. Airlines design aircraft turn-around time based on the mean turn-around time and buffer allowance. For simplicity we have used the same turn-around time for all connections, as all aircraft belong to the same fleet and operate on a domestic network. It is however, straightforward to specify specific turn-around times for individual connections should this be required for an alternative network. All slacks s so,i = 0, (so, i) ∈ A, and s jt = 0, (j, t) ∈ A.
We now come to the propagated delay at node i, denoted d i . We fix the initial delay at the source node d so = 0 and inductively apply the formulae below to calculate propagated delay along a path (often referred to as a "string") in the aircraft connection network:
and in the crew connection network:
For computational tractability we assume (as in Lan et al. (2006) [12] ) that the primary delay is independent of the propagated delay. To calculate the propagated delay along an aircraft string, taking into account propagated delays from crew we inductively apply:
where the connection (i, j) is part of the aircraft string and the connection (k, j) is part of the crew string that includes flight j. Similarly, to calculate the propagated delay along a crew string, taking into account propagated delays from aircraft we inductively apply:
Using equations (3) and (4) we calculate the propagated delay along each aircraft (resp. crew) string so as to determine the delay propagation cost for each string. Algorithm (2.1) below consistently updates both aircraft and crew propagated delays to allow for the accurate calculation of delay propagation cost.
Algorithm 2.1: Propagated Delay Evaluation Algorithm
Input: An incumbent aircraft routing and crew pairing solution. The delay and slack information for each connection in the network Output: The total propagated delay in the network. 
Subject to:
where c R denotes a vector containing the aircraft delay propagation costs for each aircraft string. Maintenance feasible routings are represented as columns of an m × n R binary matrix A R , where m is the number of flights and n R is the total number of feasible routings. The (i, j) th element of A R takes the value 1 if flight i is contained in routing j and 0 otherwise. The decision variable x R j takes the value 1 if routing j is included in the optimal solution and 0 otherwise. Finally, e is an m-dimensional column vector of 1s. The crew pairing problem may be stated in a similar manner, where we additionally impose an upper limit H on the number of hours worked, and the restriction that crew must return to the base of origin.
We now outline our solution approach for the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing problem and the calculation of the combined effects of delay propagation.
Let π(i) denote an ordered collection of nodes in the aircraft path π, truncated so that node i is the final node in the list. Additionally, we use the notation π − (i) to denote the node prior to node i in path π. We make use of the same notation for a crew path ξ. Finally, for the route pricing (resp. crew pricing) we add approximate reduced cost terms to represent the impact of inserting a particular route (resp. crew string) on overall crew delay (resp. routing delay). We describe these ideas for the routing pricing problem; the approach for the crew pricing problem is completely analogous. 5
Consider node j and suppose that are our incumbent routing solution has a connection (l, j) and our incumbent crewing solution has a connection (k, j). The combined propagated delays at node j are given by
Suppose that in the current routing pricing problem we consider replacing the current aircraft connection (l, j) with (i, j). We calculate d R j along the routing string being constructed using (5) . If this potential replacement string is inserted into the master basis, there will be an impact on the crew delays. Using (6) , at node j, the new (locally calculated) crew delay is given bỹ
where the tilde is used to denote a temporary calculation local to node j, using the information that i is the prior node. We will use a P j (d P j;i − d P j ) as an estimate of the reduced cost for crew delay attributable to node j for the routing string under consideration.
Denote by d R π(i) the propagated expected routing delay at node i, computed along path π(i) using (3), and by a R j , the cost per unit of delay at node j. To simplify notation, we thus define the total delay at node i by A R π(i) = j∈π(i) a R j d R π(j) . Each node i possesses a weight −w i , corresponding to the dual multiplier for constraint i in the master problem. We denote by −w R i the weights from the routing master and by −w P i the weights from the pairing master. Define
) . The aircraft routing problem may be solved using column generation techniques and a label setting algorithm outlined in Algorithm 2.2 which minimizes:
Upon obtaining a solution to (10) , the minimizing path (or string) forms a column A j of the matrix A R . A routing string is assigned a cost of
We now outline our label setting solution algorithm, augmented by a notion of label dominance, modified from related problems in Desrochers and Soumis (1988) [6] and Dumitrescu and Boland (2003) [7] , that works efficiently in the cases tested. The aircraft routing problem makes use of the following dominance condition defined in [8] :
and the labels are not identical. 
Selection of the label to be treated:
if i∈N (I i \M i ) = ∅ then go to Step 4; all efficient labels have been generated.
In a similar manner, the crew pairing problem may also be solved using column generation techniques and a label setting algorithm similar to that of Algorithm 2.2. For the crew pairing pricing problem, we additionally impose an upper limit H on the number of hours worked, and the restriction that the crew must return to the base of origin:
ξ is a path from so to t, total hours worked ≤ H.
Upon obtaining a solution to (12) , the minimizing path (or string) forms a column A j (resp. A P ). A crew pairing string is assigned a cost of
We now describe how to modify Algorithm 2.2 in order to solve the corresponding problem (12) for the crew. Define T ξ(i) = j∈ξ(i) t j , where t j is the scheduled time that crew work on flight j. We denote the allowed upper limit of continuous scheduled crew work time by H. Equation (12) can be written as
In summary, the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing algorithm of [8] is given below: (a). Solve problems (5) and (6) respectively with the objective of determining the minimum number of aircraft N and the minimum number of crew required M , to cover all flights exactly once. We now have incumbent routing and crewing solutions.
(b). For each arc (i, j) ∈ A, assign expected primary delays p R ij and p P ij . (c). Set d P k = 0, d R k = 0 for all k ∈ N and d R so = 0, d P so = 0. Set an iteration counter c = 0.
2 MINIMUM DELAY AIRCRAFT ROUTING:
(a). Apply Algorithm 2.1.
(b). Assign delay costs to strings using (11) . Solve problem (5) via column generation with the objective of minimizing the total delay cost to produce a new incumbent routing solution.
3 MINIMUM DELAY CREW PAIRING:
(b). Assign delay costs to strings using (13) . Solve problem (6) via column generation with the objective of minimizing the total delay cost to produce a new incumbent crew pairing solution. 4 If either the aircraft routing or crew pairing solution has changed, increment iteration counter c → c + 1 and return to Step 2. Otherwise, goto Step 5.
where π R n is the routing string for the n th aircraft, n = 1, . . . , N and π P m is the crew pairing string for the m th crew, m = 1, . . . , M .
In the next section we outline a number of re-timing heuristics that are used in conjunction with the iterative aircraft routing and crew pairing algorithm of [8] .
that the algorithm accepts only improvements in the overall delay and if no improvement can be made, we do not re-time the flight under consideration.
Assumptions
In order for the re-timing heuristic to obtain a solution that reflects real-world operations, we are required to make several key assumptions; specifically, these restrictions are placed on the amount by which we can alter the departure times, and therefore the corresponding slack, over certain connections and in the network as whole.
Firstly, as noted above, monetary factors relating to aircraft and crew costs (eg. costs of obtaining new slot times or overtime costs for crew) make excess ground time expensive and undesirable as idle resources represent lost revenue for the airline. Consequently, the associated costs of lost revenue may outweigh the benefits of the potential for delay absorption. We thus in our algorithm ensure that we only make use of the current slack present in the network. Therefore the algorithm must only draw from the slack already present in the network and attempt to place it where it is required the most. We seek to avoid significant changes to the publicized (incumbent) timetable so as to (i) ensure both the aircraft routing and crew pairing solutions remain feasible and (ii) the demand for each flight remains approximately the same, so that the fleet assignment remains optimal. Therefore, we use the idea of restricting the amount by which we can re-time each flight to within a time-window; an idea successfully employed by a number of authors including, Rexing et al. (2000) [17] , Lan et al. (2006) [12] and Mercier and Soumis (2007) [14] . For simplicity, we assume a time window of [t − 10, t + 10] around the originally scheduled departure time t, discretized into 5 minute intervals.
We assume that changes made to slack over a connection are the same for aircraft and crew. We conclude by mentioning that by moving a flight earlier we are effectively reducing slack, and by moving a flight later we increase the slack for that flight. Thus if we add slack to a certain flight connection, we subtract the same amount of slack from the following flight connection in the route (or pairing) as the first flight will arrive later -thus our algorithm involves only a localized effect. Furthermore, slack is only taken from within the same aircraft route (resp. crew pairing).
In this heuristic we evaluate our choice of departure time over |Ω| delay scenarios, ω ∈ Ω for each connection, where Ω denotes the set of all delay scenarios. We introduce a primary delay for the aircraft across connection (i, j) under scenario ω ∈ Ω by p R ij,ω . We use analogous notation p P ij,ω , to denote primary crew delays for each connection. As flights from the source so, and sink t, are 'dummy' flights, we set p R jt,ω = 0 and p P jt,ω = 0 for all (j, t) ∈ A. 
forall the ω ∈ Ω do Apply Algorithm (2.1) usingŝ R andŝ P and store the corresponding total delay. end 13 -Calculate the average delay over all the simulations and record this average delay with its corresponding slack option. end end 14 -Choose the best delay/slack option (s * opt ) and update the real slack vector. That is,
Pick flight string i. 20 for j from 1 to numSlackOptions do 21 -Set s opt :=slackOptions[j].
22
-Find the flight k that precedes flight l in string i.
23
-Find the flight m that follows flight l in string i.
-Construct the temporary slack vectorsŝ
forall the ω ∈ Ω do Apply Algorithm (2.1) usingŝ R andŝ P and store the corresponding total delay. 
Description of key contributions
Our proposed heuristic is used in conjunction with Algorithm 2.3 and seeks to improve upon existing re-timing approaches in a number of key areas. Firstly, many existing methods that incorporate an element of re-timing do so for either the aircraft or crew in isolation. For example, in the model of Klabjan et al. (2002) [10] and Lan et al. (2006) [12] , the authors allow re-timing possibilities for the aircraft routing solution (resp. crew pairing solution), but do not consider crew pairing (resp. aircraft routing). More recently the models proposed by Papadakos (2007) [15] and Mercier and Soumis (2007) [14] include re-timing possibilities for both aircraft and crew; however neither of these approaches consider the effects of delay propagation between aircraft and crew, and involve the addition of a large number of extra decision variables within the master problem corresponding to a range of alternative departure times which may potentially lead to lengthy computation times.
Our proposed heuristic improves upon these approaches by simultaneously re-timing the aircraft and crew whilst preserving the aircraft and crew assignments of an incumbent solution.
The simultaneous re-timing of aircraft and crew avoids complications arising from potential incompatibilities and allows for accurate delay propagation calculation between aircraft and crew. This provides an accurate assessment of the effects of delay propagation across certain connections and thus allows an effective re-timing to be chosen. This approach additionally overcomes the difficulties associated with the heuristic of AhmadBeygi (2010) [1] which both under-estimates and over-estimates the effects of delay propagation in certain cases.
The primary advantage of preserving the assignments of the incumbent solution is that it ensures the re-timed solution for aircraft and crew does not differ significantly from the original aircraft and crew assignment. This may be beneficial for an airline that has aircraft routes or pairings that don't change substantially from day to day. Preserving assignments of aircraft and crew also allows the heuristic to either be used in conjunction with a model such as the one proposed in Dunbar et al. (2011) [8] , or as an 'add-on' to an existing model, allowing for a qualitative assessment of potential areas for improvement within a given solution (e.g. bottlenecks at certain points) and providing schedule planners an insight into where improvements can be made. The algorithm can be easily incorporated into an iterative process between the aircraft routing, crew pairing and re-timing without increasing the overall complexity. This possibility is discussed in further detail in the following sections. Finally, an airline may easily specify flights that it would prefer not to be re-scheduled (eg. first flights of the day).
Incorporating scenarios within the subproblems
In the previous section we motivated the concept of re-timing within the context of airline scheduling and proposed a re-timing heuristic that may be used in conjunction with the IPD approach of Algorithm 2.3 above. In Section 6 we will demonstrate that this combination delivers significant improvements in delay propagation reduction. However, one of the drawbacks of the IPD approach (Algorithm 2.3) is the assumption that the expected delay over each connection is known prior to the assignment of aircraft and crew to flights, with delay propagation calculations utilizing the expected delay over each connection. Furthermore, the IPD approach can only make use of expected delays and no other additional information.
In practice, airlines may possibly have this data at their disposal, and require the development of new mathematical tools and techniques in order to incorporate this information in a meaningful way. Alternatively, given the number of sources of primary delay over a particular connection, an airline may prefer to model delay across individual connections using a distribution (as mentioned in Wu (2005 Wu ( , 2007 [21, 20] ) -perhaps derived from data from previous years, to represent a more complete range of delays observed.
With these issues in mind, we are thus motivated to investigate whether it is possible to achieve further improvements in delay propagation reduction by incorporating stochastic delay information within the aircraft and crew label setting algorithms. We propose to incorporate this information by prescribing |Ω| potential primary delay values for each connection in the network. These |Ω| primary delay values might be drawn from an appropriate distribution (i.e. truncated normal or exponential distribution) possessing the same mean as the original primary delay prescribed in the test instances of [8] . We now outline two approaches for the inclusion of multiple delay scenarios within the subproblem.
The first approach, referred to as Exact, is an exact approach in which we enumerate every feasible aircraft and crew path from source to sink in the aircraft and crew subproblems and then for each path, calculate the average delay propagation along each path, over all delay scenarios. In Section 6 we show that this approach produces very good results on our network, but may become computationally expensive for larger networks. To reduce the computational cost, we propose a second approach, referred to as Local, in which at each step of the label setting algorithm, we calculate the average delay propagation arriving at each node and then use this to decide which label(s) to propagate further. This has the advantage of potentially fewer labels and paths being produced and we are not required to enumerate all possible paths. Both approaches perform well and outperform the IPD case in which we simply use mean delays. We now formalize the above description and detail each approach.
Notation
Define d R π(i),ω to be the propagated delay at node i under scenario ω for path π. Similarly, we use a P i (d P i,ω;π − (i) − d P ξ(i),ω ) as an estimate of the reduced cost for crew delay attributable to node i, under scenario ω with ω ∈ Ω.
The Exact (E) approach: pricing problem
In this first approach, we enumerate every feasible path between the source node so, and sink node t, and determine the average delay propagation along each path over all scenarios. The algorithm then finds the path that minimizes:
For the crew pricing problem, we analogously use the reduced cost estimate a R j (d R j,ω;π − (j) − d R π(j),ω ) for the routing delay, attributable to node j, from the crew string under construction. For the crew pairing pricing problem, we impose the additional upper limit H on the number of hours worked.
with the further restriction that the path ξ begins and ends at the same crew base. Upon obtaining a solution to the pricing problem (15) (resp. problem (16)), the minimizing path forms a column A j of the matrix A R (resp. A P ). A routing string is assigned a cost of
and a crew pairing string is assigned a cost of
We now outline the algorithms for the aircraft routing and crew pairing subproblems used in the Exact case: Consider the full directed graph G = (N , A) . Generate all distinct, directed paths from the source node so, to the sink node t. 2 Record each path π in the set S of all paths. 3 For each path π ∈ S, calculate
and return the path that minimizes (over all paths π ∈ S):
where π is a path from so to t. = (N , A) . Generate all distinct, directed paths from the source node so, to the sink node t, that satisfy: -The total number of hours worked ≤ H and, -The last flight in the path returns to the crew-base at which the path began. 2 Record each path ξ in the set S of all paths. 3 For each path ξ ∈ S, calculate:
and return the path that minimizes (over all paths ξ ∈ S):
where ξ is a path from so to t and total hours worked ≤ H.
The Local (L) approach
In this second approach, we make use of the label setting algorithm (Algorithm 2.2). In contrast with Exact, we wish to incorporate delay information from the scenarios within the label setting algorithm used in the pricing problem, rather than only use delay information once the paths have been calculated. This allows the average delay propagation cost at each node to be calculated before the label is propagated further. Furthermore, through use of the dominance condition (Definition 2.1), we encourage the propagation of labels whose corresponding (partial) path experiences approximately minimal propagated delay.
In this approach we once again make use of the scenarios consisting of |Ω| primary delays, for each connection. In this modification of the label setting aircraft routing and crew pairing algorithms, we wish to retain Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 2.2, but modify Step 3 to allow for the average delay propagation arriving at a particular node to be locally calculated. We thus use the notation d j to denote the average delay arriving at node j and more specifically, d R π(j) for the average propagated aircraft delay along path π and d P ξ(j) for the average propagated crew delay along path ξ. Since the source node so, is a 'dummy' node, we fix d R so = 0 and d P so = 0 and for a general flight node j = 0, we calculate the average propagated delay arriving at node j, along path π denoted by d R π(j) as follows:
Similarly, we calculate the average propagated crew delay arriving at node j, along path ξ denoted by d P ξ(j) as follows.
The modified aircraft and crew label setting algorithms for the Local approach are outlined below. 
Selection of the label to be treated:
if i∈N (I i \M i ) = ∅ then go to Step 4; all efficient labels have been generated. else choose i ∈ N and π(i) 
We now outline how these modifications to the aircraft routing and crew pairing subproblems may be included to form the Exact and Local approaches. The following Algorithms specify the necessary changes to be made to the IPD Algorithm (Algorithm 2.3). After making the above changes to the subproblems, we now extend Algorithms 2.3, 4.5 and 4.6 above to include the re-timing heuristic (H), Algorithm 3.1. We propose three algorithms: IPD combined with H, Exact combined with H and Local combined with H. 
Introduction and Motivation
In the previous sections, we outlined the Exact+H+Exact and Local+H+Local approaches for including scheduling decisions (alternative options for departure time) in the planning process. In Section 6 it may be observed that these algorithms deliver a marked improvement over the simply using IPD, Exact or Local in isolation. Their primary computational advantage is that these algorithms do not require the addition of an extremely large number of decision variables to capture re-timing decisions and so avoid the computational complexity often associated with other problems. Algorithms 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 scale as a standard aircraft routing or crew pairing problem. One of the drawbacks however, is that these algorithms only re-time a fixed aircraft and crew assignment, and so it may be possible to obtain better quality solutions by 16 incorporating this scheduling process directly within the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing problem. That is, include all three decisions -aircraft routing, crew pairing and retiming -within the one problem and solve them together, without increasing the complexity unnecessarily. In this section, we outline a new approach capable of embedding the scheduling decisions (choice of departure times for each flight) within the iterative, integrated framework of [8] whilst retaining the simple form of the aircraft routing and crew pairing formulations. We do this via an expanded network consisting of flight copies that represent different flight departure time choices. This expanded network exists only within the aircraft routing subproblem, and so does not increase the dimension (or complexity) of either the aircraft routing or crew pairing master problems. We now outline a few key assumptions.
Assumptions
Firstly, to ensure that our model reflects real world restrictions and that the original fleet assignment remains feasible, we only attempt to re-time flights to within a 10 minute window [t − 10, t + 10] either side of the scheduled departure time, t. We create for each flight i, five duplicate flight nodes i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 , i 5 that lie within this discretized minute window. In Section 3 we tested our re-timing heuristic on a network consisting of 54 flights and so in this setup we will now have 54 × 5 = 270 (+2 corresponding to the source and sink) flight nodes in our subproblem. This process of duplicating flight nodes is performed only within the subproblem, so as to ensure that we do not increase the complexity of the integrated iterative aircraft routing and crew pairing master problems. The process of duplication is done in a pre-processing step, and does not need to be repeated with each call to the subproblem. Moreover, we only perform this duplication within the aircraft routing subproblem, and assume that the schedule (departure times) chosen is also followed by the crew; thus eliminating potential conflicts between the aircraft and crew schedules. To ensure a fair comparison with the algorithms above, we do not wish to introduce any "new" arcs into the network. Rather, we only allow connections between flight nodes that correspond to connections in the original network. More specifically, if connection (i, j) was a feasible connection in the original network, we must allow all possible connection pairs (i m , j n ) for m = 1, . . . , 5, n = 1, . . . , 5 in the new network (provided the slack across the connection is non-negative). To construct all the possible connections in the expanded network from the original set of connections, we use the following pre-processing algorithm:
Algorithm 5.1: Generating an augmented network G * = (N * , A * ) 1 Label the flight copies for flight i as i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 ,i 5 where i 3 corresponds to the original flight i. 2 Label the flight copies for flight j as j 1 ,j 2 ,j 3 ,j 4 ,j 5 where j 3 corresponds to the original flight j.
Let connection (i, j) in the original network G have primary delay p R ij and slack s R ij . Let A be the original arc set and A * be the new (expanded) arc set.
forall the (i, j) ∈ A do for m from 1 to 5 do for n from 1 to 5 do if (i, j) ∈ A and (i m , j n ) has non-negative slack then A * := A * ∪ (i m , j n ). end end end end For each of these new connections (i m , j n ), we assume the primary delay p R ij , is the same as for the original connection (i, j). Similarly, we assume that each flight copy i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i 5 in the subproblem inherits the dual value w i as for flight i in the original network. Once the above preprocessing algorithm has been performed, along with the modifications to the primary delays and dual values, the aircraft routing subproblem is solved over this larger network using the label setting algorithm discussed in the previous sections. The solution (an aircraft string) to the aircraft routing subproblem is of length 54 × 5 = 270, which is converted back into the appropriate length of 54 for the master problem. As our aircraft routing subproblem is now significantly larger than the original and we wish to solve the problem as quickly as possible, we make use of the Local approach in both the aircraft routing and crew pairing subproblems to avoid generating every possible path (as would occur in the Exact approach). Furthermore, it may be observed in Section 6 that the percentage improvement obtained by the Local approach was not significantly smaller than that of the Exact approach. 
Numerical Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approaches, we apply each algorithm to a one-day schedule on a real airline network consisting of 54 flights and 128 feasible connections. For simplicity we assume that all aircraft, crew and connections incur similar operating costs, and thus a "minimum number of aircraft and crew pairs" solution represents a cost minimization without regard for costs due to unforeseen delays. We use the corresponding aircraft routings and crew pairings to form our Base Case which will be the incumbent solution input to our iterative integrated approaches to reduce total propagated delay. We use 10 aircraft and 16 crew pairs in all instances and all algorithms tested (Algorithm 3.1 and those in Sections 4 and 5). We test our new computational approaches on 12 random instances drawn from an exponential distribution E(λ) and a truncated normal distribution tN (µ, σ 2 ). More specifically, 3 instances from E(1/5), 3 from E(1/10), 3 from tN (5, 100), and 3 from tN (10, 25). We use unit costs per unit delay (in minutes) for all connections.
For each instance, we simulate the performance of the solution using 1000 possible primary delays for each connection in the network. We refer to this set of 1000 possible primary delays as a "set of 1000 independently distributed delay scenarios". To obtain a statistically significant result, we perform this analysis using 20 different sets of 1000 delay scenarios and record the average total delay in the following tables.
We denote by the syntax, Approach + H the results from the re-timing algorithm as applied to the incumbent solution using a specific Approach. We tabulate the results for each of the approaches discussed thus far. Each table provides a comparison with the Base Case and records results for Approach + H, Approach + H + Approach and the ARCPR approach. In each table we provide the time taken to solve each approach (in seconds) and specify the breakdown of the computational time required for each component explicitly; according to the order of implementation. In the tables below, we record the average delay and computational time required over the 20 different sets of 1000 delay scenarios, for each instance.
6.1 Exponential Distribution with λ = 5. 
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From the tables above, our results indicate that our scenario-based approach of embedding delay scenarios within the aircraft routing and crew pairing subproblems of the Exact and Local approaches (universally) provides an improvement of 2 − 3% over the IPD approach. Moreover, while the IPD provides an 11.44% improvement over the Base Case, the Exact approach yields a 14.92% improvement over the Base Case, while the Local approach provides a 13.78% improvement over the Base Case. Table 2 records the relative improvement of each Approach + H + Approach over each Approach + H to determine the effectiveness of re-solving the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing problem using the departure times specified by the heuristic re-timing algorithm (H). It may be observed that each Approach + H + Approach universally improves upon each Approach + H with an average improvement of between 18.48−19.88% across the three approaches. This illustrates that the heuristic re-timing (H) has the potential to adjust the departure times so as to take advantage of the total delay information for the network, and thus open up further opportunities for improvement upon re-solving the problem using these new departure times. Some of the improvements can be very large, in particular for instance 10, re-solving using the new departures times as specified by the IPD + H, Exact + H and Local + H approaches results in an average improvement of 31.49%, 30.01% and 29.07% respectively. Table 3 records the relative improvement of the ARCPR approach over each Approach + H. It may be observed that the ARCPR approach provides a universal improvement over all the other Approach + H combinations; with an average improvement of around 26.30 − 28.76%. This demonstrates that although the aircraft scheduling decisions are only partially integrated within the subproblem of the ARCPR approach, there is significant potential for the generation of much higher quality solutions. One of the drawbacks however, is that the ARCPR approach requires significantly greater computational time in order to achieve these improvements. Given the relatively short computation times required for each Approach + H + Approach, and the potential to obtain good quality solutions relatively quickly, we provide a comparison in Table 4 of the results obtained from re-solving the solution obtained using each Approach + H + Approach with the ARCPR approach. It may be observed in the table that the ARCPR approach provides the greatest improvement (approx. 11%) over the IPD + H + IPD and the Local + H + Local approaches, with an improvement of approximately 8.5% over the Exact + H + Exact approach. It is interesting to note that, the ARCPR has the potential to provide a dramatic improvement over the Approach + H + Approach; for example, in Instance 9, it may be observed that the ARCPR provides a 24.39% improvement on averageover the IPD + H + IPD approach. However, for a small number of cases (3/36) in Table 4 , the Approach + H + Approach outperforms the ARCPR approach on average. This indicates that although the ARCPR approach benefits from the additional (partial) integration of the scheduling decisions within the aircraft subproblem, the ARCPR is still sub-optimal and may in some instances be outperformed by the Approach + H + Approach.
Discussion
Our integrated scenario-based approaches for robust aircraft routing, crew pairing and re-timing possess many advantages over existing re-timing approaches that either neglect delay propagation effects between aircraft and crew, and traditional exact approaches which have a tendency to suffer computationally, from an explosion of variables in the master problem. Firstly, our results indicate that our scenario-based approach of embedding additional delay scenarios within the aircraft routing and crew pairing subproblems of the Exact and Local approaches (universally) provides an improvement of 2 − 3% in delay propagation over the IPD approach of [8] , which uses only mean delay information. This indicates that including additional delay information within the aircraft routing and the crew pairing subproblems in the form of scenarios has the potential to improve the overall solution robustness.
Secondly, our proposed re-timing heuristic (H) when applied to each of these approaches, provided a clear and universal improvement of approximately 14% in average delay propagation reduction; with relatively little computational time (order of seconds) required to achieve such an improvement. One of the primary advantages of this proposed heuristic is that it (locally) re-times an incumbent aircraft routing and crew pairing assignment in such a way as to minimize delay propagation whilst preserving each of the aircraft routes and crew pairings. Moreover, it has the advantage of being able to be solved quickly; and so may allow an airline to improve the robustness of their solution without having to "undo" their original assignments.
Thirdly, we investigated whether it was possible to improve our solution further by re-solving the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing problem using the new departure times as chosen by the heuristic. We observed that this resulted in a significant and universal improvement of around 18.5− 20% over the result obtained using the heuristic (i.e. Approach+H). An advantage of this approach (i.e. Approach+H+Approach) is the ease with which it can be implemented and the possibility of achieving significant improvements without the need to insert potentially thousands of additional decision variables within the master problem.
Finally, our proposed ARCPR model integrating all three aspects of aircraft routing, crew pairing and re-timing into one model displayed the most promising results, with an even greater improvement of approximately 8.5 − 10.8% over each Approach+H+Approach, but with an accompanying increase in computational cost.
